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Health tracker for wheelchair users that creates a positive 
feedback loop with carers and therapists to 

manage health risks every day
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The impact of loop+ reducing the barriers to pressure wound care, for as few as 
1,000 Australians could save our overall health system $100M a year.

10million
Wheelchair users 

in developed countries

100fold
reduction in 

health care costs

The opportunity

$10billion
global market opportunity 
selling loop+ at just $1,000 

http://www.aushsi.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Chronic-Wounds-Solutions-Forum-Issues-Paper-final.pdf
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Progress to Date
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ü Raised $800,000 to date including $500k from NSW insurer icare

ü Experienced full-time team bringing commercial digital products to market

ü Developed with the support of icare, Spinal Cord Injuries Australia, Cerebral Palsy Alliance

ü Platform co-designed with end users: wheelchair users, clinicians and families

ü Filed provisional patent with 33 claims in 4 areas of innovation

ü Ethics approval underway for clinical studies for clinical product

ü Strategic relationships with AU and US clinics, hospitals and wound care specialists

ü NDIS and icare will reimburse loop+ as an equipment purchase creating a $95M market 
opportunity for the first segment of Australian wheelchair users
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Solving a very personal problem for our family
loop+ was started by two sister’s Kath Hamilton and Clare Conroy, solving a very personal problem. 

Clare’s son was born with a tumour pressing on his spine that left him paralysed. 

Like many wheelchair users, Evander has no feeling below his waist. He can’t feel pain or discomfort, the 
body’s natural warning signal to move, which creates significant recurring health issues. At just 7 years of 
age, Evander already has scoliosis, been hospitalised numerous times and has recurring pressure sores. 
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Health consequences cost billions of dollars 
to treat each year in Australia.

Most of them are preventable

The problem is without wheelchair users 
knowing what is going on with their body, 
clinicians don’t have information they need 
to identify and treat recurrent conditions 
early enough before hospitalisation

7
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Pressure injuries are expensive, life threatening and preventable

$100k
per incident
Cost + fines

Payers wont fund providers for 
preventable pressure injuries

$704million

Pressure injury treatment
for wheelchair users

p/a in Australia 

1 in 4
develop pressure sores

every year

Just one example of the many health consequences for wheelchair users
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Why is incidence of pressure injury so high?

Many people do not have access to a pressure care specialist and wait months for a local visit. 

Current practice is offloading weight every 30 minutes or total bed rest but with work and family 
obligations compliance is poor

For clinicians, understanding the cause is time consuming detective work, reliant on the 
client’s memory and so the injury persists, reoccurring for more than a third of wheelchair users

Stage l Stage ll Stage lll Stage lV

Skin

Bone
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Every wheelchair user has an 
industry of care around them. Each 
one, multibillion dollar markets. 

For example, the 15,000 Australians 
with a spinal cord injury spend over 
$2 billion each year to participate in 
their community. 

190,000
wheelchair users in Australia
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Global from the Start
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loop+ is currently working with specialist spinal clinics and hospitals in the US and UK.
Australian aged care operators and the government are interested in the applications for 
monitoring risk for their community.  

AUSTRALIA UNITED KINGDOM UNITED STATES

190,000
Wheelchair users

3.7M
People 65+

1.2M 11.8M 3.6M 47.8M
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x
Health tracker for wheelchair users

Sensor pad Collaborative Care 
Dashboard

Mobile App

loop+ is a sensor pad fitted under the cushion of the wheelchair connected to a mobile app 
that continuously tracks what is going on with the body throughout the day. The collaborative 
care dashboard connects users to their care team when they need it most.
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Calculating individual risk to manage health everyday

14
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x
Connecting regional healthcare to city specialists

The loop+ platform will also improve access to care by connecting regional nurses to specialists 
in the city, no more waiting months for an appointment 

15
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Remote MonitoringEvaluation + Training
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Each functional stage builds loop+ as an evidence based therapeutic to proactively manage 
health and keep users out of hospital

REAL TIME MEASUREMENT CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT USER DATA ENHANCED BY CLINICIANS

Building a Digital Therapeutic
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loop+ has been calibrated against industry standards: Xsensor pressure mapping and force plate 
in Australia and the US. The platform has been developed with continued field tests with 
wheelchair user and rehab therapists to ensure loop+ is fit for purpose.

More information on field tests and development

Validation in Australia and US

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Kath%20Hamilton/Loop%20Plus%20Pty%20Ltd%20Due%20Diligence%202019/7.%20Product/Product%20insights%20and%20impact?preview=loop%2B+field+tests+and+learnings.pdf
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loop+ is an intelligent system
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Lifecycle

DIGITAL 
THERAPEUTICS

LIFE 
TRACKERS WEARABLES

loop+ uniquely combines the 
techniques of today’s proven 
digital health tools. 

The intelligent system matches 
qualitative data logged by the 
user with quantitative data from 
the sensor pad to understand the 
user’s body and activities. 
Ultimately developed into a 
digital therapeutic.

Creating actionable insights for 
the user and their care team 
enables our users to sustain 
healthy habits. 
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H1 2019 H2 2019 H1 2020 H2 2020

PRODUCT
RELEASE

MVP Product
• IOS mobile app
• Certified hardware
• Certified sensor pad
• Web dashboard

Q3 CONSUMER LAUNCH 
for wheelchair users

Clinician Dashboard

Pattern recognition 
development

AGED CARE LAUNCH
Remote Monitoring in Managed 
care

COMMERCIAL

Field tests 3 clinics Sydney, 
Melbourne, Sunshine Coast

• Prince of Wales Hospital pilot
• 200 products sold

• Activate Pressure Care 
clinics

• 400 products sold for 
wheelchairs

• Aged care pilot, soft 
launch

• Channel testing for US 
digital sales

• 600 products sold for 
wheelchairs

• Aged care Service on 
sale

CLINICAL
For class 2 
certification 

Study: Impact of monitoring on 
compliance to pressure care 
plan, NeuroScience Research 

Australia

Study: Managing health risks for 
pediatric wheelchair users in the 
community
Frazier Rehab and Neuroscience 
Institute, Kentucky

Study: Royal Melbourne –
Managing Pressure Injury risk in 
the Community

Study: Effectiveness of remote 
monitoring in managing health 
risks in regional communities, 
POWH with Port Kembla District

OPERATIONAL

• Filed provisional patent 
28 Feb19
• TGA Class 1 device 
• QMS established

US Immersion tour with Cicada 
Innovations– commercial 
discovery for US market

File full patent Register TGA Class 2 device for 
diagnostic use

2 Year Roadmap

+ US consumer release Q1 2021, digital sales only

+
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Market Segments 

Wheelchair Users

STAGE ONE

Consumer Device

1. Pressure Injury and 
newly injured 

2. All Australian 
wheelchair users 

3. US wheelchair users

4. Remote monitoring 
with clinicians

Clinical Use

STAGE THREE

Diagnostic Device

1. Evaluation + 
assessments

2. Data used by clinicians 
to  diagnose

3. Training and 
compliance reporting

Residential
aged care

Hospitals Home 
care

STAGE TWO

Managed Care

Enterprise Remote Monitoring 

1. Resident/ patient monitoring 
in managed care 
environment

2. Standard of care 
management for care 
workers

3. Compliance reporting 
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First Market – Australian wheelchair users
The NDIS and icare will reimburse loop+ as an equipment purchase for their participants. loop+ will 
be priced under the consumables budget cap of $1,015 to remove any reimbursement friction.
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Prince of Wales 
Hospital 
Spinal Unit

CLINICIANS refer the product

DISTRIBUTORS scale sales

INDUSTRY informs the market

Go to Market Plan for Australian Wheelchair Users 2019
loop+ has been developed with the support of our end users and leading industry organisations 
who are desperate to deliver the benefits of loop+ to wheelchair users.
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PRE-LAUNCH SOFT LAUNCH CAMPAIGN

Putting loop+ into the hands of early 
adopter clinicians to use everyday 
with their clients. 

• Occupational therapists [OT]
• Physical therapists
• Wound care specialists
• Clinical nurse consultants

Showcasing loop+ at relevant 
conferences

Test efficiencies and CAQ of social 
media channels

Presentation sessions at Clinical In-
Service educating clinicians about 
loop+ for their clients

• 10 Hospital clinics 
• 10 Rehab clinics 
• 2 Seating services
• 2 wound clinics

Showcasing loop+ at relevant 
conferences and trade shows

Targeted social media and search 
campaign 

Ambassador Promotions with key 
influencers 

Promotional Program with industry 
organisations

Print Media – PR and targeted 
advertising

Acquisition Plan – Australian Wheelchair Users 
To efficiently build an intelligent system, sensor data will be informed by human knowledge: annotations of the 
users, carers and clinicians. Success metrics will be the quality of engagements rather than widespread distribution. 

For the first year, we have assumed high touch onboarding with all stakeholders to enhance the product function 
and the value of the data platform. 
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Acquisition Plan – American Wheelchair Users 

Once the platform foundation is established loop+ can remotely enter the US market of 
3.6M wheelchair users. Online direct to consumer sales of loop+ hardware and app only will 
test digital channels and market dynamics ahead of clinical prescription. 

EXAMPLE
Monthly Acquisition Assumptions for Assistive Tech online sales

Ecom - AT , 
4,957 

Ecom -
Distrib, 
1,092 

Social, 2,940 

Search, 
5,208 

Digital Acquisition, First 14,000 US users 

AT Sales websites
 visits 
p/mth

Views 
loop+ conversion

Sunrisemedical 90,000     0.3% 270     8% 22       
spinlife.com 364,000   0.3% 1,092  8% 87       
1800wheelchair.com 185,000   0.3% 555     8% 44       
topmobility.com 98,000     0.3% 294     8% 24       
hoveround.com 179,000   0.3% 537     8% 43       
marcsmobility.com 82,000     0.3% 246     8% 20       
medical shop 91,000     0.3% 273     8% 22       
southwest medical 108,300   0.3% 325     8% 26       
rehabmart 237,000   0.3% 711     8% 57       

344     
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Residential Aged Care Pricing models

The top 20 Residential Age Care Operators worth $1M p/a each in recurring revenue  

Per Resident Price
Activation Fee $250 

Cost p/ day $3 

Initial year fee $1,345 
Recurring per annum fee $1,095 

Add on reporting p/day $1.00 

Per annum recurring fee $365

Revenue per Residential Aged Care Facility
Avg Residents per facility 110

High needs residents 12%

Users of loop+ per facility 13

Initial year fee $23,536 
Recurring per annum fee $20,236 

Age Care Operators with >50 facilities 20

Average recurring fee to loop+ each $1,011,780 

Initial year $1,176,780 

TOTAL TOP 20 MARKET $20,235,600
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Board of Directors

Kath Hamilton, CEO + Co-founder
Kath is an experienced digital executive leading product, 
engineering, business development and marketing. She has 15+ years 
experience developing, launching and growing profitable digital 
businesses for Yahoo!7, News Corp, Telstra and Westfield in Australia 
and the US. Kath is well regarded for forming strong commercial 
partnerships and building talented collaborative teams to execute 
product excellence.

Clare Conroy, Customer Experience + Co-Founder
Clare is the founder of the Evander Conroy Foundation, a non-profit 
raising funds for early intervention programs for pediatric spinal cord 
injury. Clare is also an experienced digital marketer and producer, 
having previously run her own curated retail marketplace and 
grown online users for EuroStar and Practical Parenting Magazine.

Michael Cook, Chairman
Michael has extensive experience in the health sector and residential 
aged care. This includes director of Regis Healthcare for six years, and 
advising Moran Healthcare, Regis Healthcare, Estia Health, Kennedy 
Healthcare and Sapphire Aged Care. He is currently the principal of 
Water Mill Capital, a boutique corporate advisory practice. Michael 
has extensive international experience providing corporate and 
strategic advice and in leading principal investments, with 31 years at 
Macquarie Group and Bankers Trust Australia.

Chris Nicholls
General Manger,

Australia

Chris ran operations for Spinal 
Cord Injuries Australia for 7 
years.  He also has 10+ years 
running his own Disability 
Access Consulting and 
Occupational therapy
firm. Chris has had a spinal cord 
injury since 2000.

Filip Mlekicki
Hardware Product 

Manager

Filip is an engineer and 
entrepreneur. He is the 
founder of two startups, with 
over a decade of sensor 
research and development 
experience.

Additional Founding Team
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Key Contractors

Dr Bonne Lee
Senior Staff Specialist, Spinal Unit, 
Prince of Wales Hospital
Visiting Fellow, Centre for Clinical 
Governance Research in Health, 
UNSW

Dr Sachin Shetty
Director, Spinal Injuries Unit,
Prince of Wales Hospital
Conjoint Senior Lecturer UNSW 
Medical School

Dr Andrea L Behrman 
Professor, Neurological Surgery
Kosair Charities Endowed Chair in 
Pediatric NeuroRecovery, Louisville Uni

Kentucky Spinal Cord Injury Research 
Center

CLINICAL
David Morrison
Product and User Experience 
design advisor. 15 years 
experience in health and 
media commerce startups 
including Birchbox, Blink Health 
and Yahoo!7

TECHNOLOGY

Ian Tinsley
Chief Technology Officer, 
20 years software development 
and agile coaching experience 
including Westfield, Medical 
Director

LX Group
LX has a decade of experience 
delivering commercial IOT 
platforms. Providing peer 
reviews and guidance on loop+ 
hardware and firmware

Development Advisors

George King
Data analysis + visualisation and 
python engineer
Columbia University, foursquare 
and R/GA where he worked on the 
first release of the Nike+ Running 
app. Harvard University

Justin Fung
Spatial analytics software 
engineer. 
Interface directly with hardware, 
software, and firmware to 
manage embedded IoT systems
UC Berkeley, Columbia University

Neill Wainwright
Hardware engineer
Over a decade experience 
building consumer sensor 
hardware devices including the 
NadiX yoga tracker
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Strategic Investors

icare Foundation and Lifetime Care
Icare insurer – mission to increase independence and quality of life of participants. 
Operational division: ~90% of Lifetime Care’s participants have spinal cord or 
traumatic brain injury. The purchase of loop+ by Lifetime Care participants and their 
clinicians will establish a process for insurance reimbursement. 

Raised $800k from investors who add strategic value for growth and impact

Michael Cook
Strategic contribution
• Age Care
• Capital raising
• Finance executive

Ben Reid
Strategic contribution
• Product Development
• EIR, Remarkable disability 

tech accelerator

Wendy Fergie
Strategic contribution
• Age care
• Government + health 

industry lobbyist

Liza MacLean, Lifetime Care
• Occupational therapist 
• Insurance equipment 

approvals procedures 
• Outcome measures 

and goal setting metrics 

Angel Investors icare Business Partner
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Financial Overview

AU =AUD1,000 
US =AUD1,560

CUSTOMER
PRICE

$400 > $320 > $180
reducing with economies of scale

LOOP+
COST OF GOODS

$70K-$100K

HEALTH SYSTEM
COST OF PRESSURE INJURY

Reaching 80% margin Saving costs 100 fold
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3 Year Forecasts

Revenue 1,399,750$      7,425,304$      28,103,750$    

Cost of Sales 463,696$         1,334,193$      4,054,272$      

Gross Profit 936,054$         6,091,111$      24,049,478$    
67% 82% 86%

Operating Expenses
Administrative Expenses 251,801$         342,943$         350,102$         
Research and Regulatory Expenses 261,333$         676,000$         261,000$         
Headcount Expenses 1,748,548$      2,907,327$      3,830,398$      
Marketing Expenses 270,150$         1,125,501$      4,348,123$      
Total Operating Expenses 2,531,832$      5,051,771$      8,789,624$      

Net Profit/(Loss) (1,595,778)$     1,039,340$      15,259,854$    
Icare Income 20,000$           -$                 -$                 
R&D Refund 86,580$           149,608$         226,586$         
Net Profit/(Loss) after income (1,489,198)$     1,188,948$      15,486,440$    

Jul-19 to Jun-20 Jul-20 to Jun-21 Jul-21 to Jun-22
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Revenue Growth

$0

$5,000,000

$10,000,000

$15,000,000

$20,000,000

$25,000,000

$30,000,000

Jul-19 to Jun-20 Jul-20 to Jun-20 Jul-21 to Jun-21

Revenue Streams

B2C Wheelchair

B2C Specialist Clinics

US B2C device only

B2C Residential Aged Care

B2C Home Care
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Business model assumptions
Each market segment has it’s own assumptions driving the business model

B2C 
Wheelchair 

users

B2C 
Specialist 

Clinics

US B2C 
Wheelchair 

users

B2C 
Residential 
Aged Care

B2C Home 
Care

loop+ pad price 1,000$             1,000$             1,560$             N/a N/a
Set up fee p/ customer -$                 -$                 -$                 250$                250$                
Average customers/beds acquisition plan 90 acquisition plan 110 672
Average take up % 50% 12% 8%
Expected customers - 45                     - 13                     54                     
Monthly monitoring 50$                  180$                96$                  54$                  
Average monitoring period 4 6 12 12
Monitoring package average take up % 30% 80% 100% 100%
Renewal Rate High/Low Churn Rates 36% 80% 80% 80%
Assumed activated in months 1 4 1 2
Start Month fixed price Aug-19 Feb-20 Mar-21
Start Month Monitoring Aug-20 Jul-20 TBD 2022 Nov-20 Jul-21
Expected Providers per month (Year 1) 1 2 0.5
Expected Providers per month (Year 2) 3 6 1

* Renewal is in line 
with recurrence of 
pressure injury p/a

# USD price of $1,200

^ Estimated % of 
high needs residents

+ Estimated % of 

*

#

^ +
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Timeline

loop+ has runway to August on current burn rate. We seek funds to accelerate our path to 
commercialisation from June 2019 to have product in market by Q3 2019.

IM Review

Expression of Interest 2 April

Due Diligence, review data room

Term Sheet 25 April

Due diligence complete and full agreement executed 23 May

Funds lodged by 31 May
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Raising $2.5M at $6.5M pre-money valuation 

$2.5 million provides an 18 month runway to launch 
loop+ as a consumer platform and validate the 
efficacy in the Australian market with clinical trials. 

o Manufacture of devices and data platform development

o Commercial release of consumer product

o Clinical studies for TGA submission as class 2 device

o Understand most efficient channels to market

o Pilot reimbursement for remote monitoring with icare

This sets loop+ up for the next value inflection point: 
expansion into the US market and subscription fees in 
managed care

We are seeking strategic investors with aligned goals to increase the independence and quality of 
life of wheelchair users. 

COGS
18%

Admin
7%

Research + 
Regulatory

12%
Product 

Development
55%

Customer 
Acquisition

8%

Use of Funds
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Kath Hamilton, CEO
kath@loopplus.com.au
0403 749 651
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Dr Andrea Behrman,
Professor Neurological Surgery,
Frazier Rehab and Neuroscience 
Institute, Kentucky USA

"I find the introduction of loop+ as a 
clinical tool, research tool, or tool for the 
family to be transformative”

We’ve never been able to capture data 
24/7. We have always been asked in 
clinic and in research what goes on at 
home and we’ve never had a way to 
document, to quantify, to record, to tell 
us anything about what is happening in 
the home. Nothing. Zero.

So giving us this information and being 
able to track a child across time, we can 
start to understand some of the things 
about movement, posture, stability that 
have implications for their 
development.”

Dr Bonne Lee, 
Senior Staff Specialist, Spinal Unit, 
Prince of Wales Hospital

“Pre and post surgical intervention for a 
pressure injury, our patients require 
hospitalisation for weeks to months. At 
$2,000 a night and the blocking of beds 
needed to treat other patients, the 
financial cost is significant. Our patients 
often report depression and isolation at 
having to remain in hospital away from 
loved ones and extended periods 
unable to work.

loop+ is like a Fitbit for your bum. Patients 
could be monitored post operatively in 
hospital and possibly discharged earlier 
for monitoring in the home. Seating 
protocols could be more targeted taking 
into account variables such as shear and 
assisting in prevention and education, 
saving millions of dollars a year and 
improving the quality of life of our 
patients.”

Barney Smith, 
General Manager
NSW Insurer icare Foundation 

“We know that over 85% of wheelchair 
users will develop a pressure injury in their 
lifetime. 

icare’s Lifetime Care Scheme currently 
cares for almost 390 people living with a 
spinal cord injury, and we’re always 
looking for new ways to achieve the best 
possible outcomes for our participants. 

Our goal is to help to accelerate early-
stage innovations from prototype into 
real technologies that will improve 
quality of life for people living with spinal 
cord injuries and empower them to take 
control of their health and return to their 
communities sooner.”
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Positive Exposure

Speaking at Vivid 
Festival on Technology 
for Social Good

With Strava Chief 
Product Officer 

Disability Tech 
Showcase at Cerebral 
Palsy Alliance

Highlighted by the 
NSW Treasurer, 
Dominic Perrotet

Regional Finalist

loop+ was one of 6 
regional finalists 
selected from 1,200 
digital health 
companies

Tech23

Australia’s leading 
conference 
showcasing deep 
technology.
Winner: ANZ Best 
Technology by a 
Female Founder

Australian Nobel Gala

Loop+ was one of 4 
startups to showcase 
our technology to 
Australia’s leading 
scientists, researchers 
and technology 
investors

Global shortlist

loop+ was selected 
in the top 20 
products to 
showcase in the 
Toyota Mobility 
Unlimited Challenge 
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"What started as a passion 
project by two sisters determined 
to improve the health outcomes 
of young Evander Conroy is now 
on the verge of becoming a 
global digital healthcare solution 
for wheelchair users.”

Weekend Australian, Business Section
March 2-3 2019


